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Overview 

Meditation is daunting, right? It’s boring and only for
monks, right? This book brings the practice of 
meditation to anybody, no matter where they are on 
their journey. It describes specific techniques, benefits, 
and how you should properly play with your mind. 
Meditation is noticing all sensations (thoughts, feelings, 
experiences, memories, plans, hopes, desires, etc.) as 
temporary. You will learn to separate yourself from 
temporary sensations and be an objective observer of 
raw reality, no longer at the whim of its ebbs & flows.  

“Perpetual fluctuation is the essence of the perceptual universe. A
thought springs up in your head and half a second later, it is gone.” 

Chapter 1: Meditation: Why Bother? 

People often shy away from meditation because it 
requires gumption, initiative, and determination to do 
it properly and follow through with a routine. Yet if 
done correctly, The Great Teacher (meditation) brings: 

• Sharpened thoughts & improved concentration. 
• Reduced stress & fear. 
• Deep awareness of your thoughts & words. 
• Less arrogance. 
• A calm, light, purified feeling. 
• Understanding and serene happiness. 

Humans are constantly seeking a better life. We think, 
“If only _____, then I’ll finally be happy!” Yet any 
happiness obtained from a goal is fleeting and quickly 
fades. Our minds start to ruminate on old experiences, 
and we start thinking that something else is missing 
from our lives. This leads to wondering if we are good 
enough to achieve enduring happiness. We have 
“mental habits” and color events with perceptions. 

• Good perceptions try to freeze good moments. 
• Bad perceptions reject or push away bad events.  
• Neutral perceptions consider life to be boring, 

always in search for some new exciting desire. 

Although true happiness may seem unattainable, it is 
not a search for material goals or temporary highs but 
rather is seeking a perpetual “good” feeling. Mastering
your desires is an art; it requires accepting them 
without obsessing, and being okay not meeting them. 

Chapter 2: What Meditation Isn’t 

Here are 11 misconceptions about meditation: 

1. Meditation is just relaxation: Deep relaxation 
(jhana) is a byproduct, but the goal is awareness. 

2. Meditation is going into a trance: Meditation is a 
means to better control yourself, not black out. 

3. Meditation is a mysterious practice that cannot be 
understood: There are no words to describe 
meditation; it must be done to be understood.  

4. The purpose of meditation is to become psychic: 
You may indeed experience intuitive happenings, 
but it is best if this is not the goal of your practice. 

5. Meditation is dangerous: Nothing is completely 
risk-free, yet meditation is pretty safe. 

6. Meditation is for saints and sadhus, not regular 
people: Holy men don’t practice because they’re
holy; they’re holy because they practice. 

“We expect the meditator to be an extraordinary pious
figure in whose mouth butter would never dare to melt.” 

7. Meditation is running away from reality: 
Meditation teaches you to face reality head-on. 

8. Meditation is a great way to get high: Trying will 
create tension, thereby not resulting in a high at all. 

9. Meditation is selfish: A meditator is attuned to 
others’ feelings, is compassionate, and handles 
negative emotions well, making them truly selfless. 

10. When you meditate, you sit around thinking lofty 
thoughts: on’t avoid lofty thoughts should they
arise, but don’t make them the goal of meditation. 

11. A couple of weeks of meditation and my 
problems will go away: Looking for big impacts 
will cause smaller, subtler shifts to go unnoticed. 
You must have patience to realize its benefits. 


